
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a senior enterprise architect. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior enterprise architect

Ensure that architecture decisions are consistent between departments and
leverage opportunities for common approaches
Help solution architects for providing solution architecture for the portfolio
initiatives align with EA domain architecture guidelines, reference architecture
and standards
Lead the design and deployment of new enterprise solutions
Research, plan, define and support enterprise infrastructure architecture
Proactively work to progress the architecture and overall design of the Bank’s
Information Systems as a corporate asset in supporting the Bank’s business
objectives
Have a high degree of focus on the end to end architecture to ensure that
customer’s needs are consistently met
Ensure all components will interoperate and provide the infrastructure to
support future strategic initiatives
You will be working closely with multiple client stakeholders, act as the lead
for an Architect Team to develop the strategy for effective IT-enabled
business change
Set up and configure processing platform solutions on OpenStack
Execute performance and accuracy tests on platforms to evaluate viability in
the NGI production environment

Qualifications for senior enterprise architect

Example of Senior Enterprise Architect Job
Description
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Demonstrated expertise around industry best practices in the various aspects
of IT, technology trends, enterprise operations knowledge and the ability to
develop solutions to implement key business strategies
Provides leadership and expertise in the development of standards,
architectural governance, design patterns and IT practices
Proven ability to establish rapport and drive consensus and change at all
levels of the organization
Requires a Bachelor’s degree (or foreign equivalent) in Computer Information
Systems, Engineering or a related technical field plus five (5) years of
solutions architecture experience
Communicate with cross functional peers to coordinate solution development
signed teams


